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Perspectives
~7.2 billion mobile devices, but about half the global 
population does not have a smart phone.

~25k TWh power gen but 1.6 billion people (16% of world 
population) with no electricity.

~1.5 billion vehicles and ~100 million barrels per day but ~57% 
of people worldwide cannot imagine life without one.
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The Bottom Line
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https://phlebas.co/2014/09/23/a-primer-on-photovoltaics-
in-solar-energy-systems-part-1/oecd_total-energy-resources/

• Energy density
• Energy storage in the fuels
• Fungible, flexible
• Scalable

Alluring, but…
Must replace ALL attributes 
associated with conventional 
fuels while achieving 
comparable performance and 
with favorable economics.

Can “new” energy 
replace ALL of the 
value of “old” 
energy, and at 
what cost/price?

Also see https://npchardtruthsreport.org/

https://phlebas.co/2014/09/23/a-primer-on-photovoltaics-in-solar-energy-systems-part-1/oecd_total-energy-resources/
https://npchardtruthsreport.org/


Giving up energy density is a big trade off…
Energy Density Comparison of Several Transportation Fuels (indexed to gasoline = 1)
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Coal
Natural Gas
LNG
Nuclear
Hydroelectric
Solar, Wind (grid-based)
Solar, Distributed

…and we have 
many trade offs.
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An Energy Web
http://www.beg.utexas.edu/
energyecon/areas-of-
research/energy-webs, 2011 

Does not 
include energy 
storage

Higher score is better

http://www.beg.utexas.edu/energyecon/areas-of-research/energy-webs


Is “mines to wheels” an 
improvement over “wells 

to wheels”?
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Energy Storage Options and Realities

From Allison et al, SwRI, GEP 2019; see References and LinksMM Foss, BIPP/CES 7

• Dashed lines represent 
potential cost reductions per 
NREL, 2018 (see References and 
Links)

• In general, battery costs 
increase with energy storage

• Thus far, cost reductions for 
batteries and renewable energy 
components are strongly 
associated with expanded 
Chinese manufacturing 
capacity.



Then, and Now
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Hsieh and Green, 
MITEI, November 2018

• As battery chemistries 
evolve to improve 
performance and 
become more complex, 
costs should be 
expected to rise.

• The timing for scale 
and cost reductions 
would be contingent on 
design, chemistry, 
materials inputs and 
supply chains.



Solar Nirvana: 
Total 

Consumption 
for Deployment

MITEI Future of Solar 2015 MM Foss, BIPP/CES 9

• Outlooks for minerals for 
increased solar penetration 
are mostly optimistic.

• But it’s not just the resource, 
it’s the quality and 
“deliverability”…



Vehicles: Believable 
AND doable?
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Cost and timing: Do the sustainability 
trade offs make sense?
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• All global energy outlooks incorporate 
assumptions about shifts to electric vehicles.

• A host of uncertainties prevails, not least:
• The pace of public adoption, related safety 

concerns and regulatory oversight, 
• Underlying support from governments, 
• Vehicle designs, materials and supply chains,
• Whether emissions reduction gains are really 

achieved.
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October 14, 2015



Comparative Emissions of Vehicle Types

BNEF June 2019
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BNEF is at the optimistic end of the scale…

BNEF June 2019
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…but…
CES ifo Group Munich – ifo Institute Center for Economic Studies, April 2019:
• Two mid-class cars, Mercedes 220d and Tesla Model 3, with respect to their use of Diesel or 

electricity
• …the CO2 emissions of the electric motor are, in the favorable case, about one tenth 

and, in the worst case, a good quarter above the output of the diesel engine. The 
best is the combustion engine powered by methane, which is almost a third lower than 
the diesel engine, even if one takes into account the considerable pre-chain pollution related 
to methane. There are two advantages to using hydrogen-methane technology. On the one 
hand, in the long term, it is the only way to store the surplus peak wind and solar 
power required to expand the market share of this form of renewable electricity. On the 
other hand, already, it offers the possibility of considerable CO2 savings, even if this 
methane comes from fossil sources. [BIPP/CES Translation]
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…it’s all about where batteries (and vehicle 
components) are manufactured.

BNEF June 2019
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How important is country “advantage”??

From Allison et al, SwRI, GEP 2019

BOS = Balance of system
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China plays a 
comparable role in 
reducing LCOE for 
renewable electricity



Summing Up:
Which 

chemistries, 
with what 
minerals?

Grey and Tarascon, Nat. Mat., 2017

Conventional energy 
systems have minerals and 
materials requirements 
that may grow while new 
energy systems expand.
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Invest in everything!  Maybe.
• “Nickel is really responsible for what's termed energy density in lithium-ion batteries, so the higher 

the nickel content, the higher the energy density. What that translates to is essentially 
extended range in a battery electric vehicle — if you want the vehicle to be able to travel 500 
kilometers instead of 400, you put more nickel into the battery. The problem with that is added 
nickel detracts from the safety of the individual cells.  It's a dance the battery companies are 
going through now, it looks like they're going to be able to push higher and higher nickel levels moving 
into the future. Maybe it's a slightly higher processing cost, but we'll see how it plays through. Nickel is 
going to be a part of these batteries for a very long time to come.”

• “My suspicion, and based on some of the modeling work that we've done, is that you're going to see a 
future where cobalt demand per cell or per kilowatt hour is going to go down. But there's 
going to be such an enhanced additional demand for kilowatt hours that the overall volume of cobalt 
that's required is going to go up.”
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Invest in everything!  Maybe, cont.
• “One of the big ones is manganese…But you need a substantial amount of manganese;…there's a 

question about what sort of manganese? How pure?  …we're not going to run out of manganese on a 
macro level making batteries, but we do have issues around the chemical purity required and the 
ability to produce these manganese salts that are the actual feedstock that go into battery 
manufacturing. So manganese is another interesting one — I just haven't had a client come to me yet 
and say, ‘boy, we're really concerned about manganese’.”

• On new batteries and ‘superbatteries’: …”I've looked at a bunch of these technologies and not a week 
goes by when you don't read 12 new articles about 15 new batteries that are all coming to the 
market…The first thing you have to understand about all these initiatives is battery safety is an 
absolute requirement for consumer electronics companies and for automotive companies. When 
…automotive companies in North America started to look at batteries and battery electric vehicles they 
literally said, ‘the one thing we cannot do with this new type of industry is have a situation 
where we sell a nice family a new electric vehicle, they drive it home, park it in their 
garage, plug it in to charge and it burns down the house and kills them overnight.’ 
Period, cannot happen.”

Jon Hykawy, Stormcrow Capital, INN, Future of Battery Metals, 2018
MM Foss, BIPP/CES 19



Betamax and VHS
Huh???

http://css.umich.edu/sites/default/files/U.S._Grid_
Energy_Storage_Factsheet_CSS15-17_e2018.pdf
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Or, something else????

http://css.umich.edu/sites/default/files/U.S._Grid_Energy_Storage_Factsheet_CSS15-17_e2018.pdf


Minerals 
Sourcing: 

What 
locations?

R/P ratios seem 
robust but ore quality 
and occurrence pose 
challenges.

Courtesy of JOGMEC
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With what 
regimes?
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http://www.eng.geus.dk/media
/18831/postkort_2018.pdf

http://www.searchanddiscovery.com
/abstracts/html/2019/ace2019/abst
racts/1917.html

International 
interests, sometimes 
in conflict, and 
resource access and 
recovery will require 
enabling frameworks, 
no matter the frontier.

http://www.eng.geus.dk/media/18831/postkort_2018.pdf
http://www.searchanddiscovery.com/abstracts/html/2019/ace2019/abstracts/1917.html


What access, ownership, trade terms?
Extractive industry dynamics and geopolitics overlay supply chains. 
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Treading carefully.  Or maybe not.

Foreign Policy, May 2019



End Goals, Agendas are Mixed
(and Unclear)
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Chakrabarti had an unexpected disclosure. “The interesting thing about 
the Green New Deal,” he said, “is it wasn’t originally a climate thing at all.” 
Ricketts greeted this startling notion with an attentive poker face. “Do you 
guys think of it as a climate thing?” Chakrabarti continued. “Because we 
really think of it as a how-do-you-change-the-entire-economy thing.”

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/magazine/wp/2019/07/10/feature/how-saikat-chakrabarti-
became-aocs-chief-of-change/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.563762519579

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/magazine/wp/2019/07/10/feature/how-saikat-chakrabarti-became-aocs-chief-of-change/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.563762519579


Going Forward: Cost, Timing, Other 
Implications of –

• Conventional energy replacement
– Consequences of adding “new” energy demand to “old” energy 

dependence

• Replacing, expanding conventional energy 
policy/regulatory frameworks
– Life cycle “hazmat” to end user safety to highway cost recovery

• Re-building minerals competence
– American Mineral Security Act, REE Refining Cooperative
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Note that Bloomberg New Energy Finance (BNEF), INN, 
Foreign Policy are proprietary and require licenses or 
subscriptions.
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